
Your questions answered

  What is so special about an Ammique bed?

  Over its long life, the Ammique bed maintains the highest level of body contouring support, can be safely shared and re-shared, 
sanitized, and re-sanitized, and styled and re-styled repeatedly with minimum waste for maximum value. From both a wellness and 
sustainability perspective its benefits are unrivalled.

CO NSISTENT S UP P ORT

  How does Ammique compare to a mattress in terms of comfort and support?

  Mattresses may feel comfortable but that does not mean that they are supporting you correctly. Ammique beds support the 
spine and musculoskeletal structure perfectly having been engineered specifically to contour to all body shapes and weights inch by 
inch and instantly for maximum support and comfort. Also, the level of support every Ammique bed provides is long term and  
consistent, night after night - without fail - for a lifetime. There is no deterioration in performance whatsoever. There is no mattress  
– so no turning, no lumps, no bumps, and no hollows. https://www.ammique.com/optimal-support-and-comfort-for-life/

  If there is no hard, medium, soft, does it simply cater to each person’s shape and weight?

  Yes – there is no need to second guess and no need to make any Goldilocks assessment. Every Ammique bed works exactly  
as it has been designed to do - by contouring to all body shapes and weights individually (no roll together) and instantaneously  
(responds to every movement no matter how slight). No adjustments and no faff – all that you need to do is lie in it – simple.  
https://www.ammique.com/consistent-support/

  Is there a guarantee?

  Yes – Engineered to perform to the highest level for a lifetime (and beyond); every Ammique is built to last and has a structural 
frame and mechanism that are guaranteed for a lifetime against defective workmanship and materials. 
https://www.ammique.com/fira-testing/

HEA LTH &  HYG IE N E

  Is it healthier than a mattress and cooler to sleep on?

  Yes – It is healthier because there is no ecosystem for dust mites and bacteria to thrive in and because there is a void beneath, air 
can circulate freely helping the body to regulate its temperature through the night: 
https://www.ammique.com/health-hygiene/

  How do you clean it?

  The Ammique is hygienic and Biomaster protected. It can be fully cleaned and sanitized in situ and its removable side panels 
provide easy access to vacuum underneath for total reassurance.

Biomaster protection: https://www.ammique.com/partnering-for-added-peace-of-mind/

The cleanest bed IN the world: https://bit.ly/3byVgOs

  Are the toppers customised for the Ammique?

  Yes – the removable, and washable topper-style Coversofts are tailor made for the Ammique. Each Ammique bed has three Cov-
ersofts which are loosely attached at each corner. We use three rather than one so that they can be cleaned and rotated, and,  
for hotels, cleaned and changed between stays (in a hotel – every guest, every stay gets a clean bed)
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A DA PTA BILITY

  Is there a possibility of different styling?

  Yes – Ammique beds have an outer decorative frame with interchangeable panels, fixtures, and fittings. They are completely 
versatile and can be styled from ultra-modern to traditional four poster – and restyled repeatedly to suit.

  Who makes and supplies Ammique beds?

  We do. We oversee and coordinate everything for you. We are based in the UK and our intention is to roll out Ammique  
operations worldwide in the most economically, ethically, and environmentally sustainable way.

  Why do you make it in modules?

  Modules are easy to manhandle and manoeuvre when access is awkward. We can also make beds longer or shorter by  
adding/ removing modules so, no problem whatever your height.

  Who installs the bed?

  We take care of everything including delivery and installation using our specialist teams.

Time lapse video showing Delivery & Installation and modular construction: https://vimeo.com/358298497

  Do you supply bedding, linens, headboards, furniture, and other products?
Yes, we do. They are listed on our website and we design and make bespoke items too, if required.

SUSTA INA BILITY

  How often will I need to replace it?

  Never. With an estimated functional life of over 250 years, the Ammique bed has been designed using the most durable  
materials in the most environmentally sustainable way. It can be used and re-used for decades and be re-installed multiple times.  
Requiring little or no maintenance, if there is a problem, it can be easily repaired and if necessary, after many years of use, it can  
simply be refurbished. Ammique beds need never go to landfill. https://www.ammique.com/sustainability/    
https://www.ammique.com/make-things-better-by-making-things-better/

The cleanest bed FOR the world: https://bit.ly/3i3thYk

PR ICING

  How much do Ammique beds and products cost?

  Full retail prices are shown on our website: https://www.ammique.com

  Are there discounts and commissions?

  Yes – there are discounts for quantity and there are commissions for referrals.

  Are there other payment schemes?

  Yes – in 2021 we are introducing a monthly subscription service.
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